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"Vision is a function which enables the individual to gather, analyze. 
process, store, retrieve, and respond to light information." 
11 Vision writes spatial equations for muscles to solve." 
--Arnie Sherman. 
"Vision training is the art of arranging conditions so that the 
patient becomes aware of new relationships in his visual world, ~nd 
through these new relationships learns to utilize processes that allow 
him to extract a greater amount of information from his visual world ;n 
a more efficient manner." 
"Only those items that achieve awareness become part Of the visual 
space of a patient." 
· --Shur-Mark ~1anual. 
11 Eyes don't tell people what to ~ee; people tell eyes what to look 
for." 
--Larry McDonald. 
"The total is greater than the sum of its parts ... 
--Gestalt Psychology. 
"Everything affects everything." --Buddhist Monk. 
INTRODUCTION 
I had a pretty tough time trying to figure out how to deal with my 
first V.T. patient, How am I going to entertain this kid who is driving 
two hours to and from Pacific, missing two hours of school, and spending 
three hours of home training each week under my direction? After Or. 
Ludlam convinced the parents that their child needed V.T., I had to pro-
vide the results. As a February third-year clinician, 1 didn't have a 
clue. The wide variety of approaches toward training, combined with my 
lack of an organized approach made my experience frustrating and ineffec-
tive. After the initial disorientation, I finally realized that I really 
did have a good resource in Dr. Haynes lecture notes and handouts, but it 
took me a long time (I'm still working on it) to figure out what he was 
talking about. Drs. Haynes and Ludlam are geniuses who contribute invalu-
able, creative, and rational thinking. But initially, I could not under-
stand them or use the concepts they were teaching me. 
So, this thesis is an attempt to organize in a simplified, cookbook, 
flowchart approach some basic V.T. concepts. It is a. composite of edited 
information obtained from many other V.T. sources. Hopefully, its advan-
tage is.that it is coming from a student's perspective, designed to help 
students who are forced to deal with their first V.T. patient. It is 
written by students who are trying to condense the material into short 
phrases or 11 buzz" words which might help students remember things already 
learned but forgotten, or not yet organized. The manual also provides 
references and ideas for specific techniques that are helpful when design-
ing a V.T. program. It is a clinic manual, short and by no means all-
inclusive. The clinician is referred to lecture notes, lecture supple-
ments, and the bibliography for more detailed information. 
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DIRECTION$ 
We can benefit the patient by assessing what TASKS the patient needs, 
or wants to perform that he cannot currently perform (the goa 1}. Of 
course the patient does not always present you with goals. Usually you 
must (1) transpose the problems the patient has (symptoms); the problems 
someone else thinks the patient has (signs}; or the problems that you 
think the patient has (more signs) into goals. The goals represent tasks 
that the patient cannot currently perform. Kaplan offers some helpful 
guidelines for questioning the patient during the case history which help 
you to outline the goals (see p. 51}. Haynes categorizes general goal 
areas as remedial, enhancement, or developmental (see H.~1.H., Elementary 
V.T. Case Analysis, p. 5}. 
SYMPTOMS SIGNS 
PROBLEMS 
Reading problem 
Can't see to 
drive 
Poor in sports 
Genera 1 checkup 
SO~lE OF THE 
SKILLS INVOLVED 
Saccades, pursuits 
accommodative, sustaining 
abilities ... (see Flax)4 
Acuity, motilities 
convergence, accommodative 
peripheral awareness ... 
Motilities, convergence, 
accommodative posture, 
acuity, dynamic visual 
acuity, visual/motor ... 
(Sherman lists,5 p. so) 
21 pts., motilities, etc. 
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TASK GOALS 
Reading better, 
longer, more 
comfortably 
Driving more 
efficiently 
Better in sports 
Better in 1 i fe 
(comfortable, clear, 
single binocular 
vision) 
' I 
(2) Decide what SKILLS make up the TASK (i.e., what components make up the 
behavior) . 
The SKILLS addressed by this manual are: 
1 . Mot i 1 i ties 
a. Pursuits 
b. Saccades 
2. Accommodation 
a. Amplitude 
b. Facility 
c. Accuracy (posture) 
3. Convergence/Diverqence 
a. Amplitude 
b. Accuracy (motor component of 3° fusion = fixation disparity) 
4. Stereopsis (30 fusion, sensory component of 3° fusion) 
5. Discussion of anti-suppression is included in the above 
ski 11 s areas . 
(3) Decide which of those SKILLS (in #2): 
a. You can improve. 
b. Someone else can improve (M.D., psychologist, nutritionalist, teacher, 
parent, friend, special educator, dentist, lawyer, priest, auditory 
specialist, etc.). 
c. No one can improve. 
(4) TEST the SKILLS you can improve. Decide on a pass/fail criteria for each 
SKILL tested. The pass/fail criteria should correspond to a level of 
involvement that the skill being tested has on successful performance of 
the TASK (the goal). These criteria should also reflect the type of case 
(remedial, enhancement, or developmental). 
(5) Evaluate the patient•s potential for improvement of those SKILLS with a lens 
prescription alone. 
(a) Mike Smith near point lens. 6 
(b) Slope Rx (H.M.H. Opt. I I I notes). 
(c) Sheard criteria, Percival criteria. 
(d) Dr. Sheedy fixation disparity based Rx. Seep. 32. 
(e) Other 
(6) Evaluate the patient 1 s potential for improvement of those SKILLS with V.T. 
(a) I .Q. -~ verba 1 vs. performance scores. 
(b) Auditory processing abilities (the person who prefers to be read to 
rather than read it himself). 
(c) Parent/teacher evaluation for potential. 
(d) Patient•s abilities in other areas. 
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(7) Decide whether or not to prescribe V.T. Dr. Haynes lists ten general con-
siderations. Any single one or a combination of which could be 11decisive 
in determining the decision to train. 11 (Case Analysis Worksheets, p. 5). 
Remember that single, isolated findings do not correlate with symptoms, 
although groups of findings do correlate with symptoms. 
(8) Consider the VARIABLES which affect each ski 11 not meeting your pass/fai 1 
criteria. The order ln whlch the VARIABLES are considered constitute a 
hierarchy. This hierarchy is different for each patient. However, a general 
guideline is outlined by each VARIABLE 1 s order of appearance on the SKILL 
listings (vertical dimension on the outline). 
(9) Each VARIABLE contains a hierarchy, easier to harder of CONDITIONS which can 
be manipulated to affect performance of the SKILL (horizontal dimension on 
the outline). Detennine what level the CONDITIONS of the VARIABLES must be 
in order the patient to be able to perform the SKILL. If that level is 
greater the SKILL level requires for performance of the TASK, emphasize 
other ~~Ri_~ \•:hen training. --
Following ls an example of how the authors of this manual have organized, in 
table form, some the SKI VARiABLES., and CONDITIONS to consider when doing 
GBD optometric V.'L: 
VARiABLES 
(vertical) 
Variables most import·~~l 
to per the I 
task. i ze more 1 
during training. ~ 
f 
+ 
+ 
Variables less important 
to the per ce 
the task. Emphasize ' j 
SKILL 
----
CONDITIONS 
(horizontal) 
EASY + + -+ -+ + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ + -+ + -+ + -+ + -+ HARD 
Conditions under which 
the patient can 
perform the skill. 
(Examples) 
Conditions under which 
the skill is involved 
during the performance 
of the task. 
Explanation, examples, or additional information 
about the skill variable. 
less during training. , 
. ~·------· _"_.L 
(10) Start training at the level determined in Step 9. 
(11) Progress tovvards the efficient performance of the skill under training 
CONDITIONS whi simulate CONDITIONS similar to those that the TASK must 
(12) Remember that learned SKILLS plateau and decrease over time. Always train 
to a higher level than-requl red, and/or assign a maintenance program 
incJ ng lloltt-up testing. 
The following page summarizes the above in flow chart form. 
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Determine the task (goal) 
Determine what skills 
make up the task 
optometric skills 
which contribute to performance 
of the task 
Determine pass/fail criteria 
and type of case (remedial, 
enhancement or developmental) 
Evaluate potential 
for improvement 
Decide whether or not 
to prescribe VT and/or Rx 
Consider the variables, and the condi-
tions of those variables which affect 
each skill. Determine where the patient 
should start on both the horizontal and 
vertical hierarchy. 
r·~ ---- ------
Determine training goal1 
I Start training J 
Stop traininq 
1. When goal!'; have been reached 
<1. ;)crJre:3 1)1\ rc t:e:·: t'. :';how ilhovu <HJc/cJr<lclc :::cn:r:c:1 
b. Subjccl>i ve 90<1ls arc .reached 
2. Progress hots plateaued and no p:rogre~Js is being made 
input 
pu.tp1-1t 
out nut 
OVEhV IEW OF SENSORY FUNC'JliON 
j - -- --------- -- ---------, 
i REALI'rY - I 
! ' L 1-
······ ·····••···•····•••······ r --Il\fll'OHJII1A'J:ION ABOUT HEAl;l'EY ·r 
light 
SOLilld 
touch 
temperature 
subliminal 
! 
~ smell 
tast 
vestibular 
kinesthetic) 
l 
- --- --------'-'"----------- -------~-_J 
- ----- """ ------ ------ -.-------------------------- --------- --- ------------- , .. .,.,.,- ------------ - - ----------" ---- -----, 
AFFERENT NEHVES f 
l 
crainial nerves I,II,V,VII,VIII,IX,X j 
spinal cord 1 
---- -- -- ----------- ' -------------- ----- ______________ .. __ _l 
BlUUN 
cognition 
integration 
Bl:s'RFORMANCE O.P 'JlHS TASK 
J, 
r--- -- --- - -- ~- -- -- --
' ~· ~--<' 4'D ~3A 1 'K L ~-.~ .. ~.·~-~, .. ,_.,, .. u 
MONOCULAR' 
L .. -
,. 
H.EALITY 
space 
orientation 
direction 
time 
movements 
events 
. . ... 11 ..... . 
, 1IGH'r INFORMJ-I.TION 
(400-700nm) 
. . .... r· 
PNrHOLOGY 
age 
genetics 
>~ -- •• i ·~. 
VISUAL 
. , .. 
' MOTOR 
head position vertical 
HE.l?RACTION; ocular motilf eccentric fix. 
accommodation* nystagmus 
converg/ di vergf concormni tantcy 
; ?.Y".~l_o: .E~~~tion disparity~ 
..( ... ·· 
LIGHT INFORMATION 
HIT'J:IING 'J:IHE RETINAf'·· ... 
- ____ j ~--
horror fusion:i..o.us-1 
-anisometropia 1 
, -cyclotropia : 
.. . . . i . .. . , •....•.•. J: ______ ~~--1 -~ 
SENSOR.Y 
-paunms fusional area 
...... -:~.~:l\:_c:l:.~~<:>n .-~~ t!:Pa~·i ty~~ .. 
amblyopia~.,-..! strabismus: 
-e. f. I '······ r ---·-·--·\ 1 Oli'USION ·-?-2°FUS.IONI-3'-i30FUSIOH~t 
-dep. / \ · :···-~=~·.:: .. --······--~---···---···~t \ ;pe~~:~~~~~ f~;~;n istereopsi~> 
· i normal bino c. ~''--, \ 
1~.~~?1~~1 -~~Eec~-~-?~J '\ ... .. • ... ··· ····· · r 
~ ·---~rai· ·ya· I--
r-·a, bno rma:i ''b'fnot:'1 p . "!? ___ ~ 
' ! \ 
:visual direction! 
J (A.R.C.) l 
: ..................... ~.,............... ...... .... .. ............. . 
! 
' i \ 
1 ' ~-Jc-· 1 rttocuiarl \ 1 2 '-·-··--·--. _.1 ' r-·--. . ~... ................. -- -· .. .. , \ J..9.?:r'E~-~-E.~n~~~~J \ 
i 
~ 
suppre ssfc)i;l 
co- -··----, 
''· .... ,_..... \ 
\ 
·-\~ ~ 
r· 
y 
l. 
f 
I 
t··-_j ______ , 
i fused J 
!without/ 
L~~-~-~eo __ j 
~ 
~ 
·- ----~--
TYP ~~S OF MONOCUJ~AR 
L T:NFOJi'1\IIii.'TION _____________ _ 
,',Skills included in this manual. 
To top of p.9. 
·-·· -··-- ~ .. ~.~~ ..... -J~···~------..-·~---~·------~-----· ... ····-----·-r 
TYPES OF LIGHT INFORM1iTION ! 
HEACIUNG THE VISUAL CORTEX ! ( 70% of the afferent nerves)! 
................................................... -.. ~ .... -.............. ____________ ,I 
.L Lu.n.LJ .L .1. .L 
space 
orientation 
direction 
time 
movements 
events 
SENSORY INFOHMATION FROM 
ALL NON.,VISUAIJ SENSES 
sound 
touch 
temperature 
gravity 
motion 
time 
smell 
taste 
vestibular 
pain 
reticular formation 
kinesthetic 
··- ........... --·---·-··· ···-··-·· -··"·---·-······-·------I 
PACTORS AFFEC 1J:1ING INPUfr 
OF ALL NO:f- VISUAL SENSORY 
INPUT 
afferent nervous 
clogged ears 
pathology 
psychological 
environmental 
phJsical 
age 
genetics 
diet 
other 
system 
__ NON VISUAL_ 
-- ·--- -~""'' -··~-· ····~ -~-~ ....... ~----·~----~"··~·-· .. TYPES OF IN.FORMATION HEACHING ... ·-··------, 
THE CORTEX FROM ALL NON -VISUAL SENSOHY INPUT l 
_ /(30% of the afferent nel"{~s! _ ___ _ J To top of p. 9. 
/ - 8-
From top of pp. 7 & 8 
,-·-iVfo~iivX'r:toffl 
l -vitality r-, (,1 ~ .... -interest ! ·. ·--... ---- --------------- ... - ,_. ____ _; 
Tps-YcHOLOGICAL -·~·-... ·--r ~~ 
PSYCHIATRIAC ~--
-emotional i 
-social jl) 
l -hyaterical . 
-\w-...... ~-"'"'"""'""'".,..,..,.,~. 
J·--~I~~~;.:i~~t-i on 
ATTENTION . e:::,....-" ... --
1 
l_ sequencing 
COGNITION -~t._r:~c;-~io~-- .. 
INTEGHATION 
CEREBH.ATION ~ ......... .. 
'""""'·~"' 
'·-....,_, 
rxwxH'£1\issi-J- .... _ ....... ·1 
I I ! -conciouness 
l, -intelligmce 
I -potential 
l-~;-·· .. : "~"'···-- .,. -~----·""·-··~-~.-..-...... -,.., ....... --.. --
! PERCEP21ioN ____ oF ·REALITY-I 
_r -----··-----.. ··-·-------------------..J.. 
- efferent nervous system 
-motor skills 
-integration of input 
with output 
' -articulation }_ ~~"'"""·"·~-··-· '· ~~· .,,_ ·'~"'- "'~·-· ·······-·· .. ~- .. 
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INFORMATION 
Haynes outlines six categories of case types which benefit from V.T. 
(also see V.T. 1 notes, Reasons for Prescribing V.T.): 
1. GBD (general binocular disfunction) 
2. Strabismus and/or Amblyopia 
3. Visual Enhancement 
4. Developmental Vision 
5. Visually Impaired Learning Disability 
6. Special Category 
In organizing this manual, we have limited the skill area to those 
usually associated with GBD. Even though we have specified that limita-
tion, it should be realized that other visual disfunctions often provide 
valuable insight into the mechanisms of the GBD case. GBD is only part ot 
the nbig picture 11 (see p. 6,7,8,9) 
Each skill area is broken into three components--testing, training 
variables and conditions, and training techniques. The testing section 
contains norms from Dr. Haynes' lecture supplements, Case Analysis Work-
sheets, Appendix B. 1 The authors have listed the norms in what they 
consider to be a clinically useful way. If the test under consideration 
is a 1'two tailed test"(±), two values are listed which define a range in 
which 50% of the 11 normal 11 population would score. If the test under con-
sideration is a "one tailed test" (-), one value is listed which defines 
a level above which 75% of the 11 normal 11 population would score (i.e., the 
values listed are not norms, but rather the norm±, or- one 11 probable 
error 11 (P.E.) \!lfhich defines a range, or level of 11 norrnaP (see Haynes 
lecture supplement, Ch. 2). If you want the actual mean values, see 
handout. 1 
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Some of the norms listed are significantly different for different age groups. 
2 Haynes outlines these differences in Appendix C of the Lecture Supplement. (p.82) 
He summarizes these differences on p.6: 
11 The recoveries of the base-out and base-in ductions increase 
with age. The base-out break ductions at distance and near tend to 
increase with age, while the base-induction break points seem 
essentially unchanged with age .... The near point of convergence 
break point is unchanged. The recovery distance decreases with age. 
A trend of reduced relative amplitude nets appear 1 ikely; however, this 
~ay ?e.accounted for by the different target designs used by the various 
! nves t 1 gators. 
The binocular cross cylinder findings (#14b) at 16 inches computed from 
the binocular best visual acuity subjective at distance (#7a) appears 
to drop with age. The differences are smal 1 and technique may be a 
decisive factor .... The reader of this interim summary should use due 
caution in interpreting group trends to individual longitudinal patterns. 11 
The mean age of the norms is 25. 
In addition to the norm values varying with age, the test findings are also 
affected by numerous pre-set conditions (see Opt. Ill notes) . 3 Other complexities 
which occur when trying to match simple models with complex biological systems 
are histerisis effects, and the crossing of unpredictable thresholds which 
produce sudden responses. (11 0h yea, I got it now, it jumped together, 11 or 11 1t 
just suddenly cleared up, 11 or 11 1t just started to float away from the screen. 11 ) 
For simpl idty and understanding, this manual (and often optometry, and for 
that matter science, in general) uses models which break behaviors down into 
their skill components. This approach often under emphasizes the complex inter-
action that each skill has upon other skills, and upon the gestalt. This manual 
addresses many of the interactions and variables which may be thought of as 
transferance considerations. Dr. Haynes speaks of intrasystem, intersystem, and 
intermodel transferance groups. The VARIABLES outlined in this manual can be 
put into these three groups. Unfortunately, very little quantifiable evidence 
is available which defines which of the many transferance considerations and 
technqiues are the most appropriate and effective. It is left up to the individual 
practitioner, resulting in many different approaches. 
- ll -
The oculomotor testing section of this manual contains some of the information 
that is helpful when evaluating contemporary norm scored oculomotor tests. This 
material is summarized and assumes that the clinician has reviewed and understands 
those tests thoroughly. Completeness is found in the original sources. 
TESTS 
1. Bead Skills 
2. Groffman 
3. Eye Track 
SKILL 1 
OCULAR hOTILITY 
A. Pursuits 
PASS/FAIL CRITERIA 
A. "Jerky" or reports diplopia (Vodnoy)l.O 
TESTING 
B. Smoothness, equality, R=L, meriodinal differ-
ences sustaining ability, motor reinforcement 
( Koh 1 )3.1 
C. Sustaining ability on unpredictable pursuits 
(Ludlam). 
D. Reach-Grasp-Release abilities (NY Manual'f-.5 
Age Normed. Answers: A-3, B-4, C-1, 0-5, E-2 
!Vlean 
~ge Score S.D. Time Points 
-- ----
7 10 3.5 Under 16 10 
8 17 3.0 16-20 9 
9 22 2.0 21-25 8 
10 26 2.5 26-30 7 
11 28 3.0 31-35 6 
12 & 36-40 5 
over 32 4.0 41 -L1t5 4 
46-50 3 
51-60 2 
t.lore 1 
Wrong 
answer 0 
Subjective evaluation of printout and comprehen-
sion level as compared to "normal." 
Wold Sentence Copytest - see following page 
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SKILL 1 TESTING 
OCULAR MOTILITY 
B. Saccades 
TESTS PASS/FAIL CRITERIA 
l. Bead Skills "Slowness or difficulty in recapturing monocular 
or binocular fixation" (Vodnoy).lO 
Slight undershooting- PASS 
Double undershooting, or overshooting - FAI~ 
(Greenspan)g · ' ·• 
Smoothness, equality OD= OS= OU, meridional dif-
ferences, sustaining ability, motor reinforce-
ments (Kohl )31 
2. Stern (see pp. 15 & 16) 
3. King De vi ck 
4. Eye track - subjective comparison 
5. Percon Saccade Test 
6. Hart Chart 
7. Wold Sentence Copy Test 
(110 letters) 
GRADE 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TIME FL- I 
23 
17 
14 
13 
12 
10 
AGE SECONDS 
7 15 
8 14 
9 13 
10 12 
ll 10 
GRADE LEVEL 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8. Pierce Saccade - see following pages 
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TH1E FN-I 
18.5 
15 
13 
12 
11 
9 
WORDS/t1IN. 
39 
42 
45 
50 
54 
60 
Speed and 
1 egi bil ity 
--
2 3 6 8 2 
1 5 5 2 1 
0 5 3 1 0 
6 4 0 7 6 
1 4 4 9 l 
8 7 3 6 8 
3 8 l 4 3 
9 7 9 7 9 
1 4 3 8 1 
3 6 8 7 3 
4 9 1 4 4 
3 7 6 4 0 
3 1 0 5 3 
5 2 1 5 5 
6 8 2 3 6 
I 
Total Time: 
Total Errors: 
Age Equivalents: 
Performance: 
Accuracy: 
Observations: 
8 
2 
1 
7 
9 
6 
4 
7 
8 
7 
4 
4 
5 
5 
3 
Time 
Number of 
Omission Errors 
Number of 
Addition Errors 
Exaggerated head movements 
Slight head movement 
Used finger as a guide 
Abnormal working distance 
Note abnormal posture, head tilt, 
liJ()-r 
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STERN FIXATION TEST 
This test tests eye movements which are needed to read. The data below is a 
preliminary report - further analysis of this test is expected in the future. 
All statistical data is not included here, the clinician is referred to the test 
handout for the complete data. 
TEST 
STERN FIXATION TEST 
!-~tern F txation Test MEANS BY GRADE: TEST 
ft~cqrd,tng Pprm 1 (~rades 1·)) GRADE N MEAN sp 
1 --!- 4 101 . 5 29.73 
q n R F 1 ON-1 22 86. 18 20.77 B w 1 +-!- 4 100.25 15.5 H r a t r 1 + 1 11 71 . 36 29.87 ft w 1 f f 1 + 1 , +-!- 15 79.07 29.38 
<' R F 2 -1, -t 9 87.55 30.50 ,) c t a f H w a n f c 2 -1 6 82.67 29.84 s h w t t c h 2 --!- 3 97.33 35.80 ON 2 30 68.7 21 .59 
c c w t c 2 +1 2 93 18.38 r c w s 1 t t 2 +1' +-!- 3 78.67 28.02 c 0 r 3 -2, -1 19 66.26 13.45 
Ll F s t r 3 -2 6 62.67 12.96 
H w a 3 -1 13 67.92 13.86 
R F r a f ON 3 29 58.59 10.39 a h c 3 +1 11 49.27 7.03 H r b t B w 3 +2 6 47 7.56 
R F d 3 +2, +1 17 48.47 7.07 n r t t H c h s 1 t w 
STERN FIXATION TEST 
MEANS BY AGE: TEST 1 
AGE N MEAN SD 
ON 7 11 95 18.08 
+6 6 81.5 24.24 
-7 3 84.67 27. 15 
ON 7 26 74.12 19.00 
+7 12 76.83 31 .08 
-8 8 80.62 28.86 
ON 8 31 60.61 10.28 
+8 6 51 9.34 
-9 8 66.62 9.97 
ON 9 15 60.27 25.42 
+9 1 3 48.77 7.36 
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TEST 2 
STERN FIXATION TEST 
w h s a h d d 0 i 1' MEANS BY GRADE: TEST 2 
t c b h h t a s L 
t h '1' 
. GRADE N MEAN SD 
G 1 c 1 t; c 
() t. m 4 -2, -1 9 119.22 26.99 
J h h. t. t. 
4 -2 2 132.5 50.20 
s a ~ s 4 -1 7 115.43 21 .82 
0 h W, ~: h VI f a a ON 4 15 103.87 18.76 
' 4 +l 15 90.09 15.06 
w l w a f ~ fll r t 4 +2, +1 18 87.67 14.75 
'f ~ h. p ~ ll1 b 0 f J Y< 5 -2 -1 D 101.38 19.62 
l h h 
' ' . 5 -2 9 106.56 19.44 
w h r t t 0 t s J s h 5 -1 4 89.75 16.46 ON 5 14 95.29 22.03 
~ s s 'l' s \Y c 5 +l 9 87.33 17.71 
0 0 h 1 t. s 0 t. m 5 +2 14 78.14 13.37 5 +2, +1 23 81.74 15.51 
A J d 11 t 111 h h l d 
s 0 w b t a I s t b c 6 -2, -1 10 97.3 20.56 6 -2 5 102 26.60 
0 0 t c. 0 s 6 -1 5 92.6 13.72 
s J ·r s h ON 6 15 87.6 14.92 s a 6 +1 1'2 79.08 5.87 
\ 
\ 1 b t b f t h· 6 +2 8 72 13.05 ! 0 0 0 
t T f f 
6 +2, +1 20 76.25 9. 76 
m a c 0 
STERN FIXATION TEST 
HEPlNS BY AGE: TEST 2 
AGE N MEAN SD 
-9 4 131 30.52 
ON 9 8 110 18.35 
+9 12 85.75 13.26 
-10 9 109 20.43 
ON 10 18 95.5 17.86 
+10 18 84.89 16.35 
-11 1 1 100.73 18.56 
ON 11 12 100.25 22.68 
+11 18 79.89 ]3.66 
-12 9 97.67 19.95 
ON 12 12 86.17 16. 11 
+12 12 75.42 11.59 
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VARIABLES 
OCULARITY 
SUPPRESSION 
TARGET 
a. Size and 
interest 
b. Contrast 
c. Movement 
DISTANCE AND 
FIELD OF GAZE 
COMBINED WITH 
OTHER OCULAR 
SKILLS 
a. Lenses 
b. Prisms 
c. Combined 
SKILL 1 
OCULOMOTOR 
A. PURSUITS 
B. SACCADES 
OCULOMOTOR TRAINING 
CONDITIONS 
EASIER + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +++++HARDER 
BIOCULAR BIOCULAR MONOCULAR 
(OD :f. OS) 
(OD ~ OS) 
(OD = OS) 
Fractional Dissociation 
If suppression is apparent during biocular or binocular training, 
incorporate anaglyphs or polaroids for feedback and control, 
antisuppression techniques are found on p.46. 
Antisuppression training 
Overview: 1. H.M.H. Unification Lecutre Supplement F, pp. 3-5 
2. Griffin factors in antisuppression trainingS 
1. prevention by occlusion 
2. naturalness of environment 
3. attention 
4. brightness 
5 . t rage t s i ze 
6. intermittent stimuli 
7. target movement 
8. target contrast 
9. color 
10. tactile and kinesthetic senses 
( Ch ei res cope) 
11. auditory senses 
12. combinations 
Each of the abo~e 12 factors is discussed in detail by Griffin 
on pp. 262-268. 
LARGE SMALL 
More detai 1 Less detail 
More interesting Less interesting 
person, beachball, rotator w/letter, marsden ball, marble 
HIGH 
None-slow 
LOW 
Fast 
patient still, target sti 11; patient moving, target sti 11; 
patient 'Sti 11, target moving; patient moving, target moving. 
Check for concommitancy. Best to start at patient•s abilities. 
Incorporate al 1 nine fields of gaze 
NO ADDITIONAL LENSES OR 
PRISMS OVER HABITUAL 
ADDITION OF LENSES OR PRISMS 
±.50, ±1.00, ±1.50, ±1.75, ±2.00 other combinations 
6b. Bll 1 Ob. 12b. 14ll 
±·50_ 2b.BI, BO ±1 .00 ~ Bb.BI, BO ±2.00 ~ 12b,BI, BO (see p. 48) 
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VARIABLES 
DURATION OF 
TRAINING AND 
SUSTAINING 
ABILITIES 
SENSORY 
FEEDBACK 
COMBINED WITH 
MOTOR TASKS 
TIMING 
(RHYTHM) 
COMBINED WITH 
COGNITIVE 
DEMAND 
OCULOMOTOR TRAINING 
CONDITIONS 
EASIER-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ HARDER 
INSTANTLY SECONDS MINUTES HOURS ALWAYS 
(Patient•s goals?) 
Dr. Ludlum often says 11 does practice make perfect 11 or 11 does 
practice make tired? 11 What is important here is that not only 
can the skill be performed instantaneously, but also maintained 
over time. (Can the patient do unpredictable pursuits for 
several minures?) 
Remember that your patient 1 s progress is usually not linear. 
Some learning curves plateau quickly, others not so quickly. 
SENSORY SUPPORT 
FOR PURSUITS AND SACCADES 
(patient touches target) 
POINTING VISUALIZATION 
(flashlight) (eyes closed) 
ADDED VISUAL FEEDBACK MOTILITIES ALONE 
(after-images, Haidenger 
brush, Brock string, Bagol ini) 
Dr. Pepper has dealt with this area extensively. He can sometimes 
improve ocular skills by: (1) pulling both shoulders; (2) pushing 
on the patient; (3) using other types of sensory feedback. The 
physiological explanations for these phenomena are complex! 
UNILATERAL 
LYING DOWN 
SITTING 
STANDING 
BODY SWAY 
HOMOLATERAL 
(G.W.;'c A-861) 
BALANCE BOARD 
(GW: A-800, 
805, 805D, G) 
BILATERAL 
TRAMPOLINE 
BONGO BOARD 
TIGHT ROPE 
~arget moving)(Head moving) (Both target and head 
moving) 
1. Eye-hand activities combined w/ocular motilities 1 
- Chalkboard activities, (GW, A-710; GW, A-720) 
-Lite Brite, (GW B-120) 
2. Angels-in-the-Snow combined w/marsden ball, (GW: A-860) 
3. Obstacle courses 
NO PATTERN TAPPING METRONOME SYNCOPATION 
Addition of music, tapping or a metronome involves another whole 
dimension of temporal transference in addition to auditory/visual 
integration 
PURSUITS/SACCADES REASONING ABILITIES COMBINED 
WITH PURSUITS/SACCADES 
26 
* Gete & Wold manual 
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VARIABLES 
SKILL 
AWARENESS AND 
ATTENTION 
EQUIPMENT 
OTHER 
OCULOMOTOR TRAINING 
CONDITIONS 
EASIER + + + + + + + + + + -+ + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ + -+ -+ + HARDER 
Tic-Tac-Toe, math problems, spelling exercises, geography, questions 
concerning current school work, current events, or directionality. 
Cognitive demand may be increased by adding confounding situations. 
For example, have the patient do the opposite of what he has just 
done. (Point to the direction of the arrow; now, point in the 
opposite direction of the arrow; now, point in the opposite 
direction of the arrow and say the real direction of the arrow.) 
UNCONSCIOUS 
UNAWARE 
NO FEEL FOR TASK 
CONSCIOUS 
AWARE 
FEELING 
The patient is initially unaware of the ''feel ing 11 associated with 
the skill. There is not an understanding of why they are per-
forming a particular skil 1. With patient education, training, 
and motivation, consciousness can be increased. Awareness is 
a key factor in success. Striving for the 11 feeling 11 and control 
of the eye movement is of paramount importance. 
'''' ' ' 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
In Instrument Training allows greater control of target. Looking 
into an instrument can cause an increase in convergence and 
accommodation. 
Out of Instrument Training- more ''natural'', which helps trans-
ference to 11 read space 11 - the ultimate goal. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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OCULOMOTOR TECHNIQUES 
OCULAR-MOTOR TECHNIQUES 
TECHNIQUE EXPLANATIONS AND REFERENCES 
(A general description of binocular motor field training is found on p.l2, HMH 
Converge/Diverg handout). 
HMH =Harold Haynes - Handouts 
NY = New York Manua]25 
TV = Total Vision27 28 SM = Shur-Marc8Manual (contains no page numbers) Griff= Griffin 29 SO = Swarthout Manual 
GW = Getz & Wold26 have organized V.T. techniques into a programmable form. 
Each training technique has a code. The first letter of the code 
specifies the skill area. 
A - Visual Motor - Gross 
B -Visual Motor- Fine 
C - Perceptual Motor 
D- Visual Integrative 
(non-written language) 
J - Accommodation/Vergence 
K- Fusion Peripheral 
L- Fusion Central 
M -Anti-suppression 
N -Acuity 
E - Visual Integrative (language) 
F - Oculomotor 
S Special Techniques in 
Strabismus Therapy 
G - Accommodation 
The number in the code specifies the way the ski 11 is being treated 
(Ocular i ty in this manual). 
Monocular 100 to 399 
Biocular 400 to 699 
Binocular 700 to 999 
If a letter appears after the number, it specifies a level of difficulty. 
A - Easy 
B - Harder 
c 
-Really hard 
IN OFFICE 
l. Rotaters (anaglyphs) 
(SM, SO 20, GW, F-160) 
2. Saccadic penci 1 (Griff 282, 
GW, F-150) 
3. String rotations (SM) 
(SO 143, GW, F-760) 
4. ~1a rsden ba 11 (bunt ba 11) (NY 72) 
(GW, B-140, B-210, N-210, 
F -170, F -770) 
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IN HOME 
1. Pie-pan rotations (NY 71, SO 134, GW, 
B-130, 180) 
2. Hart chart 
3. Ann Arbor series - Michigan tracking 
(GW, M-290, N-260, E-260, F-790, M-790) 
4. Card sorting (NY) 
5. Coloring, drawing, tracing 
6. Thumb rotations (NY 68 & 73, SO 139 & 
145, TV 205, 207) 
cont 1 d ... 
IN OFFICE 
5. Ball on string (pursuits) 
(SO 124, NY 70) 
6. Wayne saccidic fixator 
7. Brock posture board (Griff 390-311, 
also good anti-suppression controls) 
8. Hart chart (GW, F-215, F-490, F-715) 
9. Peg-board rotater with and without 
movement (TV 202, GW, B-270, A-570) 
10. Chalkboard roads, cat-mouse games, 
tracing (NY, TV 202, GW, D-850) 
11. Meridional fixations (NY) 
12. Flashlight activities (NY 75, 
so 129) 
13. Primary meridians fixation in 
stereoscope (AN 1, AN 2, SM) 
14. Focus change (NY 77) 
15. Baseball fixations (NY 76, SO 141, 
TV 204, GW, F-830) 
16. Electric wand (Kohl) 
1 7. Versions ( SM, GW, F -11 0, 1 20, 1 40, 
F-710) 
18. Visual tracking (NY 81, SO 121 & 
131,TV228) 
19. Combine saccades and pursuits 
(SO 127) 
20. Visualization motility skills 
(NY 81, SO 126 & 131 & 143) 
21. Rotations: A) kinesthetic-
vi sua 1 (SO 135) 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
B) tactile- visual (SO 137, GW, 
F-230) 
C) Visual - tactile (SO 138, GW, 
F-210) 
Rotations - near area (SO 136) 
Face-of-a-clock fixations (SO 144) 
Look-ready-touchback fixations 
(SO 147) 
Near-far forms, C, A, 1A, 1B, lC, 
etc. (NY) 
After-image, 11death-ral' games 
(Kohl, GW, F-330, F-340, F-350, 
L-350, F-360, G-360) 
Wal ]-fixations (GW, F-190) 
Correct-eye-scope (V.D.star target) 
(GW, F-200, 500, 800, 750, F-810, 
F-820) 
Vertical prism rotations (GW, 
F-450, 470) 
Brock string (GW, F-731, M-731, SM) 
Cheiroscopic binoc, circles (GW, 
F-735) 
cont 1 d ...... . 
OCULOMOTOR TECHNIQUES 
IN HOME 
7. Eye tracking (NY 69) 
8. Chalkboard roads, cat-mouse games, 
tracing 
9. Pounding nails (Griff 197, GW, B-100) 
10. Jacks (Griff 197) 
11. Scissors-pasting (Griff 197, GW, 
B-230, N-230) 
12. Dot-to-dot (Griff 197, GW, B-190, 
N-190) 
13. Bead stringing (Griff 197, GW, 
B-220, N-220) 
14. Pick-up sticks (Griff 197, GW, 
B-200, N-200) 
15. Tic-tac-toe (Griff 197) 
16. Dominoes (Griff 197) 
17. Jigsaw puzzles, crossword puzzles 
(Griff 197) 
18. Coloring o's and/or vowels (Griff 197, 
NY, GW, B-170, N-170) 
19. Flashlight activities (NY 75, SO 129, 
TV 206) 
20. Pong - atari 
21. Pointer in the straw (GW, B-110) 
22. Lacing cards (GW, B-180, W-180) 
23. Vertical pointer into paperclips 
(GW, B-240, N-240) 
24. Spearing cheerios (GW, B-250, N-250) 
25. Tracing (GW, B-280, F-280, B-720) 
26. Directionality arrows (GW, D-720, 
721, 722, F-720, 721, 722) 
27. 
28. 
29. 
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IN OFFICE 
32. Stereoscope (GW, F-805) 
33. Monocular penlight versions 
(GW, F-11 0) 
34. 
35. 
36. 
OCULOMOTOR TECHNIQUES 
IN HOME 
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TESTS 
1. Near Point of 
Accommodation 
2. Far Point of 
Accommodation 
3. PRA (#20) 
4. NRA (#21) 
5. #19 
ACCOM. TESTING 
SKILL 2 
ACCOMMODATION 
A. Amp 1 i tude 
PASS/FAIL CRITERIA 
From Borish, 9 p. 1 71 
Age Amp NPA Age Amp NPA Age Amp NPA 
To ---r4 Tcm 35 5.5 TBCm 6o 1.00 IOOcm 
15 12 Scm 40 4.5 22cm 65 .so 200cm 
20 10 lOcm 45 3.5 29cm 70 .25 400cm 
25 8.5 12cm 50 2.5 40cm 75 0 
30 7 14cm 55 ]. 75 57cm 
Goal specific. Usually only considered in V.T. as 
as myopia control. 
Norms minus ' PE,'< I
B - p = -1 .62 
BO- p = -2.50 
R - p -1 .62 
(HMH) 
Norms minus 1 PE,'< 
B - p = +1.50 
BO- p = +1 .87 
R - p = + 1. 50 
Norms minus l PE 
-3.00 
Expecteds 10 More than -2.00 (OEP, Vodnoy) 
Should= NRA "'-2.00 
Measured to first blur, not blur out, 
doesn•t need measuring routinely in 
children (Greenspan)7 
Expecteds 
More than +2.00 (OEP, Vodnoy) 10 
Should= PRA = +2.00, measured to 
first blur, not blur out. (Greenspan) 7 
Expecteds 
-5.00 OPE 
''<All HMH norms are specified by either: l. Two tailed test± 
2. One tailed tests-
The values 1 isted are the mean- or± the probable error (P.E.). Theoretically, 
this value will be the cut-off level which corresponds to that level (or range)above 
which 75%, or in which,50% of the population would score. (See Haynes 
Normative Analysis, Ch. 2). 
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TESTS 
1. Lens rock 
2. Percon Focus 
Test 
(Focus/Saccade) 
3. Distance Rock 
(also involves 
convergence, 
motilities and 
other skills) 
~·~Ibid. 
SKILL 2 
ACCOMMODATION 
B. Fac i 1 i ty 
PASS/FAIL CRITERIA 
ACCOM. TESTING 
Norms min~s 1 PE* Expecteds 
. + 2.00/pl = 19 c/min. 
- 2.00/pl = 19 c/min. 
±2.00 less than 3-4 sec/flip . 
(Greenspan) 7 
(Haynes initially con-
sidered these norms 
valid after approx. 
age 8. He now questions 
the change in norms with 
age due to recent studies 
with distance rock (see 
Distance Rock) 
monoc. ±2.00 3 sec. 
Binoc. ±2.00 5 sec. 
(Sherman) 11 
Same as saccadic test only done through either ±2.00 or 
-2.00 lenses. Norm scores by adding five seconds to the 
saccade norm table. 
Norm~12 - see JAOA 50(6) pp. 707-713, June 1979. 
IU~,411 
(Pt;) 
~I fiE. 
-t$./p 
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SKILL 2 
ACCOMMODATION 
C. Accuracy (Posture) 
ACCOM. TESTING 
Accommodative posture is target and condition dependent. A continuum exists 
between 11 forced 11 and 11 free 11 targets and conditions. Examples of some testing 
and target conditions are listed below. Of course this hierarchy may be different 
for different patients. Haynes states that a large difference between free and 
forced posture test indicates good potential for plus acceptance training.3 
FORCED ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +-+ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ±-± ±-± ±-± ±± ±± FREE 
LN 
#7' -#7 HN (#5) Red/Green Cross cy 1 i nder 
Light, high contract targets Dark, low contrast targets 
MEM with 20/25 letters 
MEM (bird eyes) 
TESTS 
1. MEM 
2. Bell 
3. Book 
4. High neutral (#5) 
(20/100) 
(minus #4) 
5. Low neutra 1 
(20/100) 
(minus #4) 
6. Red/Green 
at near 
7. Near cross 
cylinder 
;',Ibid. 
MEM w/bird cards MEM wh i te card 
PASS/FAIL CRITERIA 
Norms ± 1 PE~·, 
~·.so 
20/100 .45 - .80 
20/20 .25 - .so 
Norms ± 1 PE~'' 
+(.Ji- +1.87 (HMH) 
Norms ± 1 PE~'' 
+.50 - +1 .25 (HMH) 
Expecteds 
.50 - Normal 
1.00- Fail 
Against motion- Fail (kids) 
(Greenspan) 7 
(First against motion) 
1511 -17 11 going in 
1611 -1811 coming out 
Greater than l .25 add monocularly, 
.75 binocularly (Vodnoy) 
Norms ± 1 PE>'• 
Monoc [14a) = .88- 1.62 (- 11 p11 ) 
Binoc (14b) = .63- 1.37 (- 11 p11) 
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) 
ACCOM. TRAINING 
SKILL 2 
ACCOMMODATION 
A. Facility 
B. Amplitude 
C. Accuracy 
AR~ = f(VD,D,DV,C:, (lea) ,fx,DR,PS,Syb. ,RH,Phv ..... ) 13 p. 14. 
VARIABLES 
OCULAR ITV 
SUPPRESSION 
TARGET 
a. Size and 
interest 
b. Contrast 
CONDITIONS 
EASiER+++++++++++++++++++++ HARDER 
BINOCULAR MONOCULAR 
(OD f: OS) 
(OD ~ OS) 
(OD = OS) 
BIOCULAR 
FRACTIONAL DISSOCIATION 
If suppression is apparent during biocular or binocular 
training, incorporate anaglyphs or polarolds for feedback 
and control. Anti-suppression techniques are found on p.46 
Anti-suppression training - Overview: 
1. HMH Unification Lecture Supplement F, pp. 3-5 
2. Griffin factors in anti-suppression training.B 
I. prevention by occlusion 
2. naturalness of environment 
3. attention 
4. brightness 
5. target size 
6. in term l t tent s t i mu l i 
7. target movement 
8. target contrast 
9. color 
10. tactile and kinesthetic 
senses (Chieroscope) 
11. auditory senses 
12. combinations 
Each of the above 12 fagtors is discussed in detail by 
Griffin on pp. 262-268. 
lARGE SMALL 
MORE DETAiL LESS DETAIL 
MORE INTERESTING LESS INTERESTING 
Does accommodation response = accommodative stimulus? 
D.O.F. for 20/20 = .25 - .50 diopter, D.O.F. for 20/100 
= l .25 diopter, etc. Remember: convergence - accommodation 
interactions 
HIGH 
NON-S 
(see page 42 11movement 11 ) 
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LOW 
FAST 
cont 1 d ... 
VARIABLES 
PRESENTATION 
OF STIMULUS 
LENS POWER AND 
RANGES (ACCOM. 
STIMULUS) 
DISTANCES AND ALL 
FIELDS OF GAZE 
COMBINED WITH OTHER 
OCULAR SKILLS 
ACCOM TRAINING 
CONDITIONS 
EASlER~~~+~~+~++~+~++++~++~+ HARDER 
Quick stimulus changes vs. slower, sustained stimulus 
changes represent two separate skill variables (which 
represent two separate physiological mechanisms). Examples 
of :;quick11 stimulus changing techniques are plus flash, 
minus flash, prism rock, jump ductions, and prism flash. 
Examples of slower stimulus change techniques include 
!!smooth" duction and accommodation tracking procedures. 
Haynes and Ludlam emphas! ze the importance of ''quick 11 
stimulus change types of training when the training goa] 
is actually to change the accommodative, convergence, or 
fixation disparity postures. Some other authors consider 
actual posture changes impossible.B Haynes lists some 
examples of training situations in which plus flash (quick 
stimulus change) is especially useful (p. 17 in Accommo-
dation V.T. handout). 
1. Monocularly- increase accommodative amplitude 
(#19, #20, #21) 
2. Monocular and binocular - helps increase accommodative 
facility after± rock training has plateaued. 
3. Helps +acceptance (minus projectors, pseudomyopia, 
latent, hyperopia, spastic accommodation, etc.) 
LOW HIGHER POWERS 
Pl + + - + +->- + + + -+ -
Pl + + + - +->- - - + + + 
STI~1ULUS ,L\T THE 11 RESTING 
POINT OF ACCOMMODAT!ON 1 '14 
STIMULUS FAR FROM 11 RESTING 
POINT OF ACCOMMODATION 11 
Negative accommodation amplitude training at far is the 
same as pushing plus at far (myopia control). 
Convergence behavior at different distances affects 
accommodative behavior (phoria/sphere, phoria/distance, 
cross cyl/phoria, cross cyl/prism, cross cyl/distance, 
etc.) 13 p. 79. 
ACCONMODAT!ON ONLY ACCOMMODATION WITH OTHER 
OCULAR VARIABLES ADDED 
Prisms, moti 'I ities, 11 tromboning 11 • Small acuity demands 
on Brock string, Marsden ball, spirangle vectogram, etc. 
See p. for technique combinations. 
con t 1 d ... 
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VARIABLES 
ACCOM. TRAINING 
CONDITIONS 
EASIER++++++++++++++++++++++ HARDER 
DIRATION OF TRAINING INSTANTLY 
AND SUSTAINING 
SECONDS MINUTES HOUR ALWAYS 
(patient's goals?) 
ABILITIES - - - - - -
SENSORY FEEDBACK 
COMBINED WITH 
MOTOR TASKS 
TIMING 
(RHYTHM) 
COMBINED WITH 
COGNITIVE 
DEMAND 
SKILL AWARENESS 
AND ATTENTION 
Dr. Ludlam says, ''does practice make perfect 11 or does 
''practice make tired?" It is important that not only can 
the skill be mastered Instantaneously, but also maintained 
over time. 
TOUCHING POINTING VISUAL ONLY 
( 11Touch the card, wigg'le the card, now can you clear it?'') 
Use Dr. Pepper 1 s techniques, see p.IB. 
UNILATERAL 
LYING DOWN 
HOI10LATERAL 
STANDING 
Balance board 
Balance beam 
BILATERAL 
BODY SWAY 
Trampe 1 i ne 
Tight rope 
Bongo board 
No movement, target moving, head moving, both head and 
target moving. 
NO PATTERN TAPPING METRONOME SYNCOPATION 
Addition of music, tapping, or a metronome involves another 
whole dimension of temporal transference in addition to 
auditory/visual integration. 
ACCOMMODATION ONLY REASONING ABILITIES COMBINED WITH 
ACCOMMODATION 
Math problems, spelling exercises, geography, questions 
concerning current school work, current events, 
directionality, etc. 
Cognitive demand may also be increased by adding confounding 
situations. For example, have the patient do the opposite 
of what he has just done. (Point to the direction of the 
arrow- now point in the opposite direction of the arrow, 
now point in the opposite direction of the arrow and say 
the real direction of the arrow, etc.) --
UNCONSCIOUS 
UNAWARE 
NO FEEL FOR TASK 
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CONSCIOUS 
AWARE 
FEELING 
cant' d ... 
VARIABLES 
OTHER 
ACCOM. !RAINING 
CONDITIONS 
EASIER~~~~~+++++++++++++++ HARDER 
The patient is initially unaware of the 1'feeling'' associated 
with the skil 1. There is not an understanding of why they 
are performing a particular skill. ·With patient education, 
motivation, and training, consciousness can b~ increased. 
Awareness is a key factor in success. Striving for the 
"feeling" and control of accommodation is of paramount 
importance. 
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'· 
Abbreviation Key p.20. 
OUT QF INSTRUMENT 
l. Flippers {ACC rock) 
(GW, G-200, ~00) 
2. Wearing therapeutic 
lenses 
3. Plus flash (HMH Accom. 
Suppl., p. 17) 
4. Minus flash (HMH Accom. 
Suppl., p. 17) 
5. Distance Rock (GW, 
G-150, G-750, HMH 
Accom. S upp 1 • , p. 1 7) 
6. 3-Dot cards 
7. Marsden ball (GW, 
560, G-600) 
8. Focusing stimulation, 
newspaper pushups 
(TV 210) 
9. Vectograms (spirangle 
has good acuity demand, 
can be projected at far 
with overhead projector) 
10. Near far rock with Mc-
Donald Bullesey (GW, 
G-130, 790) 
ll. Monocular rotation 
rock (GW, G-260, 610, 
630) 
12. 
13. 
14. 
TRAINING TECHNIQUES 
ACCOMMODATION 
A. Amplitude 
B. Faci l i ty 
C. Accuracy 
HOME 
1. Flippers (il.CC 
rock) 
2. Wearing lenses 
3. Far-near umos 
(GW, G-1 
' 
74o) 
4. Aperature rule 
5. A 1 ternate focus 
(NY 77) 
6. Focus changer 
7. Eccentric rings 
8. Distance ·loose 
lens accommoda-
tive rock (GW, 
G-780) 
9. 
10. 
11. 
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ACCOM. TECHNIQUES 
IN INSTRUMENT 
1. Stereoscope (AN, BU, EC 
Spache cards) 
2. Prism reader 
3. Wayne's saccadic trainer 
4. Chieroscope (GW, L-760) 
5. Troposcope 
6. Telebinocular 
7. Rotator 
8. Lite bri te 
9. Robbins rock (GW, 610) 
10. Tac games with + or -
1 1 • 
12. 
13. 
14. 
TESTS 
A. SMOOTH DUCTIONS 
1. RELATIVE 
DUCT IONS 
(Relative duct i or, s 
are an approximate 
function of the 
log area of the 
target) 
2. NPC 
B. JUMP DUCTIONS 
1. PRISti ROCK 
2. PERCON FUSION 
TEST 
SKILL 3 
CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE 
a, i\rnp 1 i tude 
PASS/FAIL CRITERIA 
FAR 
'ji '1/: ) 
. . \tt9!.10 'I 14/6 
6/2 . ! . ( # 11) 
) 9/14/5 
'17b) 
8/17/9 
NORMS MINUS 1 PE* 
Bk 21"·-3 11 
R 2l I 
NORMS t-'11 N 
B.O. 19 c/rnin 
B.!. 13 in 
EXPECTEDS 
FAR 
10/i6/JO 
!3.! 6/L! 
NE;.\R 
10/16/10 
B. I 10/16/10 
F/\f-{ 
9/19/10 
B. I 15/22/18 
NEAR 
!5/21/15 
ELI 15/22/18 
EXPECTEDS 
Less than 4"' (Vodnoy) 7 
TESTING 
(Vodnoy) 7 
(OEP) 
Same as saccadic test if!l'th either iOfl B.O., or !0!1 B.l. 
before the eye. Five seconds is added to the 
lc norm. 
*All HMH norms are specified either: l , hro ta i ed tests ± 
2. One tailed tests-
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SKILL 3 
CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE 
B. Accuracy (Posture) 
1. Under partial fusion conditions (fixation disparity, 
MRL , motor component of 3° fusion) 
c 
TESTING 
The target and conditions under which fixation disparity is measured may 
drastically vary the values obtained. No one target gives a value that is the 
11 correct11 fixation disparity. Dr. Haynes has constructed some interesting 
targets which measure fixation disparity under various amounts of 11peripheral 
lock11 • Dr. Sheedy based most of his work on fixation disparity measurements 
taken with a disperometer. 15 · 
Tests for Fixation Disparity 
1. Disperometer 15 
2. A.O. Vectograph 16 3. Brock Posture Box. 
4 • Ma 1 1 e t Box 
5. Polaroid, Vectographs, Anaglyphs, Tranaglyphs 
6. Stereoscope Targets 
Parameters of Fixation Disparity 
17 18 1. Types: ' 
Type I : 60% of the 
population-
11normal11 
Type I I : 25% of the 
population 
Type I I I: 10% of the 
population 
not so 
11 norma 111 
Type IV: 5% of the 
population 
27% of the population 
had different curve 
types at far vs. near. JII 
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.X 
TESTING 
2. Slope: A flatter slope reflects a more 11 norma1 11 visual system. Dr. Sheedy 
uses 3 prism diopters base-out, zero, and 3 prism diopters base-in to 
calculate (and draw) the slo~e. He considers 45° to be an approximate cut-
off for 11 flat 11 vs. 11 steep11 .1~ Remember that the graph is measured in prism 
diopters horizontally and arc minutes vertically. 
3. They-intercept= the fixation disparity with no prisms in place. 
4. The x-intercept = the associated phoria. 
5. The stability of the fixation disparity (could be associated with an accommo-
dative component). 15 
Dr. Sheedy has done some excellent work involving the correlation of various 
optometric indicators with asthenopic symptoms. He did two separate studies. 
The three top indicators which correlate with symptoms as reported by Sheedy 
are:20 
Study No.1 
All Subjects 
1. Sheard criteria 
2. Slope of F.D. 
3. Vergence opposite to 
the phoria 
Study No.2 
Exo phoric 
1. Sheard criteria 
2. y-in te rcept 
3. x-intercept 
Eso ehori c 
1. Phoria 
2. Slope of F.D. 
3. Recovery range 
In this study the variables listed second and third are those that account for 
most of the remaining variance. 
All Subjects 
1. Sheard blur 
2. F.D. type 
3 . F . D . s 1 ope 
Exo phoric 
1 . y- intercept 
2. F.D. type 
3. Neg. break (17b) 
Eso phoric 
1. Percival break (16b+17b) 
3 
2. Pos. blur (16a) 
.. 3. Neg. break (17b) 
This data shows that the phoria alone does not correlate with symptoms. (It ranked 
seventh as an indicator). Also remember that in a surprisingly large number of 
patients the fixation disparity and the phoria don't even go in the same direction 
(eso or exo). So, Dr. Sheedy21 also lists the indicators based on fixation 
disparity direction. Again, the second, third and fourth variables account for 
most of the remaining variance.20 (Fancy work!) 
Exo Fixation Disparity 
1. Sheard blur 
2. F.D. type 
3 . F. D . s 1 ope 
4. Neg. b 1 u r 
Total 76% correct 
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Eso Fixation Disparity 
1 . F. D . s 1 ope 
2. Percival recovery 
3. x-intercept 
4. Percival break 
Total 96% correct 
TESTING 
In his papers, lS,l 8 Dr. Sheedy outlines some prescribing guidelines. He 
emphasizes that the type of the curve can be helpful in deciding whether to 
train or to prescribe prism. Type I curves train well, while Type II do not. 
Type Ill trains, but not as easily as Type I. The primary effect of training 
is to flatten the curve. The primary sign of poor oculomotor imbalance is a 
steep curve, a secondary sign is a large amount of fixation disparity. Pre-
scribe prism to a flat portion of the fixation disparity curve.l5,20 Sheedy 
does not often mention the use of+ or- spheres, instead of prism. I don•t 
know why? 
When discussing the training of fixation disparity, rather than the prescribing 
of lenses, Sheedy says, ••training should be initially directed toward widening 
the vergence ranges and followed by fine training such as jume vergences to 
flatten the FDC (fixation disparity curve) near the origin. 11 15 Ivan Hyde further 
discusses training fixation disparity in his masters thesis.20 
SKILL 3 
CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE 
B. Accuracy (Posture) 
2. Under 11 Fus ion 1 ess•• Conditions (phor i c measurements) 
TESTS 
1. Von Graff (consider 
the possible 
peripheral fusion 
cues) 
2. Maddox Rod 
3. Keystone cards 
~·, Ibid. 
NORMS ± 1 PE~·~ 
Far (#8) 
+1.7- -1.7 
Near (#13b) 
.5xo-7.5xo 
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EXPECTEOS 
Vodnoy OEP 
FAR (#8) Far (#8) 
Less than 4 .5 exo 
eso or exo 
Near (#13b) 
Less than 6 
eso or exo 
Near (#13b) 
6 exo 
Overall less than 4 anisophoria 
See Keystone 1 i terature 
CONV./DIVERG. TRAINING 
SKILL 3 
CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE 
A. AMPLITUDE 
B. ACCURACY 
C. POSTURE 
d f 13 C = f (VD, d, B (I a c) fx, DR, PS, Syb. , RH, Phv .... ) p. 14 
r v 
VARIABLES 
SUPPRESSION 
TARGET 
A. Size and 
Interest 
B. Contrast 
PRESENTATION OF 
STIMULUS 
~·: Burne 11 
CONDITIONS 
EASIER -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ + + + + -+ + + + -+ + + HARDER 
If suppression is apparent during biocular or binocular training, 
incorporate anaglyphs or polaroids fo~ feedback and control. 
Anti-suppression techniques are found on p.46. 
Anti-suppression overview: 
1. HMH Unification Lecture Supplement F, pp. 3-5. 
2. GriffinS - Factors in anti-suppression training: 
1. prevention by occlusion 7. target movement 
2. naturalness of environment 8. target contrast 
3. attention 9. color 
4. brightness 
5. target size 
10. tactile and kinesthetic senses 
(Chieroscope) . 
6 . i n term i t tent s t i mu 1 i 11. auditory senses 
12. combinations 
Each of the above 12 factors is discussed in detail by Griffin 
on pp. 262-268.8 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - -
LARGE 
MORE DETAIL 
MORE INTERESTING 
(telephone pole) 
(9 inch stereocircle)* 
(dowe 1 rod) 
HIGH 
STATIONARY 
See p. 42. 
MEDIUM 
SMALL 
LESS DETAIL 
LESS INTERESTING 
(penci 1) 
( 3 ·inch s te reoc i rc 1 e)* 
(thread) 
LOW 
MOVING 
(R/G on rotator) 
(moving Brock string) 
(rotoscope) 
Quick stimulus changes vs. slower sustained stimulus changes 
represent two separate skill variables (which represents two 
separate physiological mechanisms). Examples of quick changing 
training techniques are plus-flash~ minus-flash, prism rock, 
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VARIABLES 
PRISM POWER 
DISTANCES AND 
FIELD GAZE 
CONV./DIVERG. TRAINING 
CONDITIONS 
EASIER + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + HARDER 
jump ductions, and prism-flash. Examples of slower stimulus 
changing techniques include smooth duction and accommodative 
tracking techniques. Haynes and Ludlam emphasize the importance 
of quick stimulus change type of procedures when the training 
goal is to actually change the accommodative, convergent, or 
fixation disparity ••resting postures11 • Som~ other authors 
consider actual posture changes impossible. Haynes lists some 
examples of training situations in which plus-flash, and minus-
flash are especially useful. (p. 17 Accom. V.I. Handout). 
1. Plus-flash binoculC)rly increases blur/break/recovery of 
B.O. ductions. 
2. Minus-flash binocularly increases blur/break/recovery of 
B. I. ductions. 
3. Plus-flash binocularly decreases eso at near (#13b) 
LOW 
CLOSE TO BLUR AND 
BREAK ON DUCTION OR 
JUMP DUCTION 
HIGH 
FAR FROM BLUR AND 
BREAK ON DUCTION OR 
JUMP DUCTION 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - -
Convergence stimulus increases with an increase in target 
distance. When using loose prisms, convergence stimulus of a 
tranaglyth decreases with an increase in distance. 
10 Dr. Vodnoy suggests minimum fusional reserve training goals. 
BO Near: 30~ 
BO Far: 20~ 
Vertical (far & near) 2·M-3~ 
Tan 8(~)100 =prism diopters 
Degrees ~ prism diopters 
2 
DISTANCE WHERE PHORIA 
OR F.D. IS SMALLEST 
(FAR VS. NEAR) AND 
DUCTION IS LARGEST 
Bl Near: 16~-18~ 
Bl Far: 6~ 
DISTANCE WHERE PHORIA 
OR F.D. IS LARGEST, 
DUCTION IS SMALLEST 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - . - - - - - - - - -
Remember that accommodative behavior affects convergence/ 
divergence performance (Ac/A,Ca/C,phoria/sph.,phoria/dist., 
·cross cyl./phoria,cross cyl./distance, etc.) 
Consider the possibility of anisophoria (dominance could be 
a factor). 
Check concommi tance (••A•• or ••v•• syndromes, etc.) 
Utilize all fields of gaze. 
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VARIABLES 
COMBINE WITH 
OTHER OCULAR 
VARIABLES 
DURATION OF 
TRAINING AND 
SUSTAINING 
ABILITIES 
SENSORY 
FEEDBACK 
COMBINED WITH 
MOTOR TASKS 
TIMING 
(RHYTHM) 
VERGENCE SKILL ONLY 
No additional lenses or 
motilities 
- - - -
±.50 ±.75 ± 1 .00 
CONDITIONS 
±1 .50 
CONV./PIVERG. TRAINING 
VERGENCE SKILL WITH 
OTHER OCULAR VARIABLES 
ADDED 
Addition of lenses 
Addition of motilities 
±1. 75 ±2.00 
- ,... - -
Tromboning, accom. rock, rotation, saccades, stereo task, etc. 
See p. 48 for combination techniques. 
INSTANTLY SECONDS MINUTES HOURS 
(What are the patient's goals?) 
More explanation on p.18 
UTILIZING SENSORY 
SUPPORT 
Touching Pointing 
ALWAYS 
NO SENSORY 
SUPPORT 
Visual only 
Dr. Pepper's techniques are especially useful here. 
Refer to p. 18 for more explanation. 
LYING DOWN SITTING STANDING BODY SWAY BALANCE BOARD 
TRAMPOLINE 
"Angels-in- Balance Beam Obstacle course Tight rope 
the-snow" 
As found on p.lS or 28 
COMBINED WITH VERGENCE ONLY REASONING ABILITIES 
COMBINED WITH 
VERGENCE SKILL 
COGNITIVE DEMAND 
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Tic-tac-toe, math problems, spelling exercises, geography, 
questions concerning current school events, or directionality. 
Congitive demand may be incorporated by adding confounding 
situations. 
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VARIABLES 
SKILL AWARENESS 
AND ATTENTION 
EQUIPMENT 
OTHER 
CONV./DIVERG TRAINING 
CONDITIONS 
EASIER -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ HARDER 
UNCONSCIOUS 
UNAWARE 
NO FEEL FOR VERGENCE SKILL 
CONSCIOUS 
AWARE 
FEELING 
The patient is initially unaware of the "feeling" associated 
~ith the skill. There is not an understanding of why they are 
performing a particular skill. With patient education, moti-
vation, and training, consciousness' cari be increasecl. · 
Awareness is a key factor in success. Striving for the 
"feel ing•• and control of eye position is of paramount importance. 
- - - - - -
In Instrument Training- Allows greater control of target. 
Looking into an instrument can cause a convergence and 
accommodative response. 
Out of Instrument Training - A more natur.;3l phenomenon, which 
allows for a transference to ••real space••- the ultimate goal. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Examples: 
In Instrument 
1. Rotoscope 
2. Troposcope 
3 . Stereos cope 
4. Telebinocular 
5. Phoropte r 
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Out of Instrument 
1. Rotator 
2. Tranaglyph 
3. Vectograph 
4. Loose prisms 
5. Brock string 
w 
~ 
CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE TRAINING 
General Description: HMH Accom. Handout pp. 7-13, Griff, Eso Ch. 12, Exo Ch.13) 
References and abbreciations on p. 20 
HOME 
1. Jump duction 
2. Loose prisms (prism 
rock) (GW, H-775, 
850) 
IN INSTRUMENT 
1. Stereoscope card series 
(Griff 6) (BU, AN, EU, etc.) 
OUT OF INSTRUMENT 
1. Loose prisms (prism rock) 
(GW, H, F-775, H-850) 
2. Brock string (NY-54, 
FIXATION DISPARITY 
22 1 . HMH apa ra tus 
2. Ch.14 Griff 335-
341 
3. Brock string (NY-546, 
293, TV-213, GW, H-730 
735, M-730) 
2. Adult eye comfort s~ries 
(SM) Griff 298) 
3. Cover/uncover/recovery 
3. Brock posture board 
4. Prism bar 
5 . R i s 1 y p r i sm 
(Griff 284) 
6. Brewster stereoscope 
(Griff 6) 
7. Binaco cards 
8. Wheatstone stereoscope 
(Griff 63) 
9. Pumpkin fusion 
. (TV-217) 
10. Cover/uncover/recover 
11. Tranaglyphs 
12. Vectographs 
13. Anaglyphs 
14. Aperature rule 
(GW, H-840) 
15. lifesaver 
16. Three-dot cards 
(Griff 326, 327) 
3. Keystone children series 
(SM) 
4. Wheatstone (SM, Griff 63) 
5. Cheiroscope (SM) 
6. Remy separator 
(Griff 70, 285) 
7. Rotoscope (GW, H-740, 
M-740) 
8. Troposcope (GW, H-860) 
9. Prism reader 
10. Binaco cards 
11. Ortho-fusor (GW, H-760, 
880) 
12. Tete~eye-trainer 
(GW, H-780) 
13. Correct-eye-scope 
(GW, H-790, 810) 
14. Ring float with peri-
pheral fusion (GW, H-820) 
15. 
16. 
4. Tranaglyphs 
5. Anaglyphs 
6. Vectographs, Mini-
vee tog raph s 
7. Aperature rule 
8. Life-saver cards 
(GW, H-71 0, 750) 
9. Three-dot cards 
{Griff 326, 327) 
10. Prism-flash (HMH 
con vI d i ve rg 16) 
ll. Cine-ortho films 
(Griff 296) 
12. Bago1 ini lenses with 
pen 1 i ght F+N {Griff 
71 ' 72) 
13. Plus-flash (HMH 
Accom. 18) 
14. Double string fixations 
(GW, H-731, F-731) 
15. Fusion games (Keystone) 
{GW. H-720) 
16. 
17. 
(Griff 73) 
4. Vectograph 
5. Anaglyph 
6. Tranaglyph 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
n 
0 
z 
< 
. 
...... 
0. 
< ,., . 
:;.:, 
C) 
. 
-f 
fT1 
n 
::1: 
z 
g 
,., 
en 
HOME 
17. Three coin magic 
(TV-219, GW, 
H-755) 
18. Convergence train-
i ng (TV 214) 
19. Eccentric circles 
(GW, H-770) 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
~ 24. 
0 
IN INSTRUMENT 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
'~-~~/ 
OUT OF INSTRUMENT 
18. 
19. 
20. 
FIXATION DISPARITY 
n 
0 
z 
< 
. 
........ 
Q 
< 
"" ~G) 
. 
-t 
~ 
z 
z 
G) 
TESTS 
SKILL 3b (MOTOR COMPONENT) 
SKILL 4 {THfRD DEGREE FUSION) 
STEREO TESTING 
(Both motor & Sensory PASS/FAIL CRITERIA 
l. Randot 
2. Wi rt 
3. Howard Dolman 
4. Keyston~ ~viafor 
~- A.p. Yec~o~raph 
6. Straw and Pointer 
7 . S te reo f l y 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
Depends on many variables (some are discussed on p.42-44) 
Some general criteria guidelines: 22 1. Adler says values up to 40' are normal. · (p. 593, 
7th edition). 
?· Tectronix requires 7~% stereopsis for its assemblY 
1 i ne workers. . 30 
3. Haynes: "Normal stereopsis py Si years 9ld. 11 • 
4. A somewhat arbitrary scale' of: percent ~tereopsis has 
been devised: · · 
% Stereo Sec. % Stereo Sec. % Stereo Sec. 
--.....-
1% 1300 40% 140 80% 39 
5% 870 45% 115 85% 32 
10% 600 50% 85 90% 26 
15% 440 55% 80 95% 21 
20% 360 60% 75 IOQ% 19 
25% 286 65% 65 105% 13 
30% 210 70% 55 110% 10 
35% 175 75% 45 
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VARIABLES 
VISUAL ACUITY 
SUPPRESSION 
TARGET 
A. Size and 
interest 
B. Contrast 
C. Movement 
D. D i spar i ty 
STEREO TRAINING 
SKILL 4 
THIRD DEGREE FUSION 
(STEREOPSIS OR STEREOACUITY) 
CONDITIONS 
EASY + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + HARD 
HIGH LOW 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - --
There is a direct correlation between visual acuity an~ 
stereoacuity. 
If suppression is apparent during biocular or binocular training, 
incorporate anaglyphs or polaroids for feedback and control. 
Anti-suppression techniques are found on p.46. 
Anti-suppression overview: 
1. HMH Unification Lecture Supplement F, pp. 3-5. 
2. GriffinS - Factors in anti-suppression training: 
1. prevention by occlusion 7. target movement 
2. naturalness of environment 8. target contrast 
3. attention 9. color 
4. brightness 10. tactile and kinesthetic senses 
5. target size (Chieroscope) 
6. intermittent stimuli 11. auditory sen~es 
12. combinations 
Each of the abo~e 12 factors is discu$sed in detail by Griffin 
on pp. 262-268. 
LARGE 
MORE DETAIL 
MORE INTERESTING 
HIGH 
NON-SLOW 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -
SMALL 
LESS.DETAIL 
LESS I ~TERESTI NG 
LOW. 
FAST 
Slight movement may provide anti-suppression control and there-
fore improve third degree fusion. High amplitude movement may 
become a confounding variable. 
- ..,. 
HIGH LOW 
- .. -
Greater disparity produces more apparent "float", up to the 
point where the target exceeds Panum's Fu$iona1 area. With 
more disparity the t~rget is seen as double or is suppressed. 
The extent of Panum's Fusional area is variable. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - -- - ~ -
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VARIABLES 
INSTRUCTIONS 
SPATIAL 
SUMMATION 
TEMPORAL 
SUMMATION 
(stereo-
mobilization 
time) 
DISTANCE AND 
FIELD OF GAZE 
COMBINE WITH 
OTHER OCULAR 
SKILLS 
DURATION OF 
TRAINING AND 
SUSTAINING 
ABILITIES 
STEREO TRAINING 
DESCRIBING 
COAXING 
PERSUADING 
CONDITIONS 
SPONTANEOUS 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
The stereo response is highly affected by the instructions you 
give the patient. Coaching the patient to change his fixation, 
compare the appearance of two separate parts of the, object (spatial 
summation) will affect the performance of the patient as well as 
provide him with strategies to improve performance. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ ~ -
MANY FIXATIONS NO FIXATIONS 
- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - -
Encouraging the patient to execute· many fixations, throughout 
the target, will aid producing a stereo response. Allowing 
very few fixations, as in a tachistoscopic presentation, makes 
the stereo task harder. Instantaneous response will be a goal 
to work towards. 
- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~. - - - - . - - - - - - -
LONG TIME SHORT TIME 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . -- - -
Allowing the patient to study the target for a-longer period 
of time may increase the stereo perception. 
- - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - ~ ~ 
WHERE PATIENT CAN 
APPRECIATE STEREO 
ANYWHERE IN 
SPACE 
Stereo targets provide a sensitive control of the binocular 
system. 
Addition of lenses and prisms usually can improve or hinder the 
11 float 11 effect of a stereo target. Lenses, prisms, and motilities 
can also be used to add confounding variables to the skill. 
See page for combination techniques. 
INSTANTLY SECONDS MINUTES HOURS ALWAYS 
(patient goals?) 
------ - - - - - - - -
More explanation on p .18. 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
- -
. -
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VARIOUS 
SENSORY 
FEEDBACK 
COMBINED WITH 
MOTOR TASKS 
C0~1B I NES WITH 
COGNITIVE 
DEMAND 
SKILL 
AWARENESS 
EQUIPMENT 
OTHER 
STEREO TRAINING 
CONDITIONS 
EASY -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ ~ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ HARD 
TOUCHING POINTING VISUAL ONLY 
- - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - -
While training a stereo skil 1, the trainer must be sure that 
the patient can accurately report h~s perception (silo, 
parallax, and correct spatial localization responses). 
Touching or pointing to the apparent position of stereo local-
ization (calculating measurement) helps to obtain a correct 
stereo response. 
Dr. Pepper has dealt with this area extensively. He can some-
times improve the stereo response by: (1) pushing on ~he patient, 
(2) pulling on the patient 1 s shoulders, (3) using other types 
of associated sensory feedback. 
LYING DOWN SITTING STANDING 
Balance Beam 
BODY SWAY 
Obstacle Course 
BA~ANCE BOARD 
TRAMPOLINE 
Tight rope "Angels-in-
- _tbe:S~o'::!"_ 
- - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ 
STEREO TASK ONLY STEREO TASK 
COMBINED WITH COGNITIVE 
PROBLEMS 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ . - - - - - - - - - - -
Tic-tac-toe, math problems, spelling exercises, geography, 
questions concerning current school events, or directionality. 
Cognitive demand may be incorporated by adding confounding 
situations. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - . - - - -
UNCONSCIOUS 
UNAWARE 
NO FEEL FOR STEREOPSIS 
CONSCIOUS 
AWARE 
FEELING 
In Instrument Training -Allows greater control of target. 
Looking into an instrument can cause a convergence and 
accommodative response. 
Out of Instrument Trainin2 - A more nat~ral phenomenon, which 
allows for a transference to "real space11 - the ultimate goal. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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STEREO TRAINING 
3° FUSION TRAINING PROCEDURES 
Best source is HMH Unification Supplements A, B, C; D, E, and F. Definitions, 
p. 12, Supplement D. 
1. Central stereoacuity - training schedule A, p. 10, Unification Supplement 
F. (stereoscope). 
2. gereo]oca11zation- training schedule B, pl. 11, Unification Supplement F. 
(Variable stereo projector, vectographs, and anaglyphs). 
3. Increase organization of stereofield - schedule C, p. 12, Unification 
Supplement F. (stereoscope, projected stereo displays, fractional dissociation, 
stereo display, natural environmental condition~). 
Have patient take 11 nature walks 11 outside and compare monocular versus binocular 
viewing conditions. 
STEREO TARGETS 
1. Stereo circles 
2. Rabbit and rings 
3. Randot 
4. Projectable stereo targets 
c;~. cowboys 
b. doll 
c. 
5. Tranaglyph, anaglyph, vectograph 
6. Stereoscope targets 
7. Rotoscope targets 
8. Aperature rule stereotargets 
9. Straw and pointer 
10. Stereo fly, reindeer 
11. Howard Dolman 
12. Wi rt 
13. 
14. 
15. 
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I 
' l 
I 
I 
1. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5, 
6. 
z. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
ANTISUPPRESSION TESTING/TRAINING 
ANTISUPPRESSION TESTING 
WORTH 4-DOT 
RED LENS TEST 
BROCK STRING WITH ACUITY DEMAND 
POLAROID GLASSES TEST (WHICH EYE IS OPEN?) 
BA~ RE~DER 
A.Q. VECTOGRAPH AT FAR 
MA~LET BOX 
BORISH NEARPOINT CARD 
VECTOGRAPH, ANAGLYPH, TRANAGLYPH 
PHYSIOLOGICAL DIPLOPIA 
ANTISUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES 
(Many are found in HMH Supp. F., pp. 3-5) 
(Abbreviations and references are found on page 21) 
Induced diplopia 
a) prisms 
b) mirror (SM) 
c) physiological diplopia (SM, GW, M-745} 
d) fractional diplopia 
e) s te reos cope (GW, M-700) 
2. Illumination 
a) increase to suppressing eye 
b) T.B.I. (Griff 223, GW, M-050, M-820) 
c) alternate exposure (effective for alternators) 
d) flash 
e) alpha brightness enhancer (Dr. C. Arryasu, Sepulveda Ca.) (GW, M•870) 
3. Movement 
a) vibration {twanging) 
b) pointing - rubbing 
c) tracking of moving objects 
d) superimposed grids or objects 
4. Occlusion (one to sixty minutes before training) 
a) sectored 
b) complete 
c) interference 
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ANTISUPPRESSION TESTING/TRAINING 
ANTISUPPRESSION TESTING 
1. WORTH 4-DOT 
2. RED LENS TEST 
3. BROCK STRING WITH ACUITY DEMAND 
4. POLAROID GLASSES TEST (WHICH EYE IS OPEN?) 
5. BA~ READER 
6. A.O. VECTOGRAPH AT FAR 
7. MALLET BOX 
:• : 
8. BORISH NEARPOINT CARD 
9. VECTOGRAPH, ANAGLYPH, TRANAGLYPH 
10. PHYSIOLOGICAL DIPLOPIA 
11. 
12. 
13. 
ANTISUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES 
(Many are found in HMH Supp. F., pp. 3-5) 
(Abbreviations and references are found on pag~ 21) 
1. Induced diplopia 
a) prisms 
b) mirror (SM) 
c) physiological diplopia (SM, GW, M-745) 
d) fractional diplopia 
e) stereoscope (GW, M-700} 
2. Illumination 
a) increase to suppressing eye 
b) T.B.I. (Griff 223, GW, M-050, M-820) 
c) alternate exposure (effective for alternators) 
d) flash 
e) alpha brightness enhancer (Dr. C. Arryasu, Sepulveda Ca.) (GW. H-870) 
3. Movement 
a) vibration (twanging) 
b) pointing - rubbing 
c) tracking of moving objects 
d) superimposed grids or objects 
4. Occlusion (one to sixty minutes before training) 
a} sectored 
b) complete 
c) interference 
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ANTISUPPRESSION TESTING/TRAINING 
5. Cheiroscope (Griff 265~266, GW, M-735, M-760) 
6. Vectograms - anaglyphs - tranaglyphs (GW, M-800) 
a) 1 ight-bright (GW, B-670) 
b) lustre with fusionaider (GW, M-650, M-850) 
c) lustre (GW, K-710) 
d) telebinocular with lustre (GW, M,K,L-700) 
e) oval flashlite with lustre (GW, M,K,L-705) 
7. Television trainers 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Bernell stereorings 
Bar readers (Griff 61) 
Polaroid glasses combined with mirrors (Griff 54. 289) 
Red/green glasses combined with R/G marking pen technique$ (GW. M•790) 
Hole-in-hand (tube) (Griff 300) 
Brock posture board (Griff 309-312) 
Phi, Pulfrich phenomenon 
Bagal ini lenses (Griff 71, 72, GW, M-775, L-775) 
Brock string (SM, Griff, GW, M-725, 730, 731) 
Framing (far-point bar reading) (Griff 324) 
Any stereoacuity training is also antisuppression training. 
Rotoscope (GW, M-740) 
V.O. star: with and without circles (GW, M-750, 755) 
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ACCOMMODATION/MOTILITIES 
1. Most of the motility tech-
niques can be used with 
accommodative variables. 
(+flippers, fine acuity 
demand, wearing thera-
peutic lenses) 
2. Focusing pursuits (TV 210) 
TECHNIQUE COMBINATIONS 
CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE/MOTILITIES 
1. Prism rock combined with the appropriate 
techniques on p.)g. 
2. Vectograph, anaglyph, tranaglyph on a 
rotator. 
3. Rotating brock string (GW, M-736, 737, 
738) 
3. Ann Arbor or Michigan 4. 
tracking with therapeutic 
lenses. 5. 
4. Marsden ball with acuity 6. 
demand (GW, G-560, 600, 
610) 7. 
5. Binocular/biocular accommo- 8. 
dative rock (GW, G-610, 630) 
6. Monocular alternating rock 
with partial occluders or 
Marsden ball (Griff 124, 
125) 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
STEREOPSIS/SUPPRESSION/MOTILITIES 
1. Rotator with stereo targets 
2. Ann Arbor, Michigan tracking 
(GW, M-790, E·790) 
3. Lite-Bright (GW, M-670, JAOA24) 
4. Lenses and light (GW, M-720) 
5. Red/Green straws on black back-
ground (JAOA24) 
6. Inverse cheiroscopic training 
(Sherman-JAOA24) · 
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ACCOMMODATION/CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE 
1. Spi rangle vecto. with flippers 
2. Tromboning with stereoscope targets 
3. Tranaglyphs with fine ~cuity 
4. Brock string with fine acuity 
5. Aperature rule 
6. Mini-vectograms 
7. Che i roscope with fine acuity 
con t' d ••• 
STEREOPSIS/SUPPRESSION/MOTILITIES 
. 24 7. Calculator games (JAOA ) 
8. Maze tracing, dot-to-dot with 
red/green (JAOA24) 
9. Fusionaider watching traffic 
(GW, M-640, 840) . 
10. Lite Box tracings (GW, M, B-720) 
11. Square, circle, 1 ight (GW, M-770) 
12. Red/green tic-tac-toe (GW, M, 
D-780, 700) 
13. Rotoscope, rotator 
14. Cheiroscope 
15. Marsden ball, penlight with 
Bagalini 
16. Red/green pens on reading 
(GW, L, G-820) 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
TECHNIQUE COMBINATIONS 
ACCOMMODATION/CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE 
8. Combining sphere and prism rock 
(HMH Conv/Diverg. p. 18) 
9. Alphabet pencils with p~sh~p~ (GW, 
J-710) 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
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Visual Abilities In Sports: How lmpo.Untl 
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Archery 4 1 3 5 2 3 5 1 1 2 
Baseball hit 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Baseball pitch 3 2 3 4 3 3 5 1 3 5 
Basketball 3 3 4 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 
Bowling 2 1 3 5 3 2 4 l. 3 4 
Boxing 2 2 5 5 3 3 5 5 5 4 
Football (Quarterback) 4 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 
Golf 3 1 4 5 5 3 5 1 3 5 
Gymnastics 1 3 3 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 
Hockey (Goalie) 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 
Pool 2 1 4 5 5 2 3 1 4 5 
Race car driving 5 5 5 4 5 2 5 5 s s 
Racquetball 4 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 
Running 1 1 2 1 1 1 4 3 1 4 
Skiing 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 
Soccer 3 4 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 
Swimming 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 3 1 4 
Tennis 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Track- high jump 1 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 
Track- pole vault 1 3 3 5 5 3 4 4 4 5 
Wrestling 2 1 1 3 2 1 3 s 5 4 
Arnold Sh<>rman, 0.0., Merrick, N.Y., is Chairman of the American Optome-
tric Association's Sports Vision Section. Scoring: 1 - not rel~ted to S - extremely import~nt 
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ROCKY KAPLAN 
CASE HISTORY/CONSULTATION 
PROBLEMS 
1. What's your problem? 
2. What are your limitations? 
3. Why do you think you have a 
problem? 
Whose fault is it? (Justifications/ 
explanation/blame/attitude/beliefs) 
4. What didn't work? 
How is this affecting you--
internally, externally? 
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OUTCOME 
1 • What do you want for an outcome? 
Either content? Process? 
2. What are the possibilities that you 
have not thought of yet? 
What steps do you need to get there? 
Which ones are worth exploring? 
3. How specifically is it possible to 
achieve the outcome? 
What are you doing that gets it or 
does not get i t 1 1 'Here 1 s what we d i d ; 
here's how it fits togeth~r. 11 
4. If something goes wrong, how is it 
possible to use the experience as 
feedback? 
How are you org~ni~ing reality--
see, hear, feel••as a resource to tell 
you what to do? 
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